NATURE
PLAY DIARY
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Welcome to your nature play diary
Time goes by so very quickly and sometimes in the busy world of being a parent
or a carer we often realise too late that we don’t know how important all the
small moments are until they become a memory.

Planning and documentation are not just words for education, they have value in
our lives as we make the most of our time together. Documentation holds

memories in the things that we make, say, write and do. When we embrace the
ideas and plans of children we help them to feel valued and support them to
become investigators, inquirers and creative in their thinking.

There are many ways and types of play from active play in running, jumping,

doing handstands, chasing and skipping, through to the quieter play of making
and building things through drawing, painting, constructing models or making
dens outside. The purpose of this nature play diary is to celebrate the joyful
moments that you spend with your children at home.

In inquiry-based work, we use children’s ideas combined with our suggestions
presented in these sheets to work collaboratively. We use free resources from
nature, counting with sticks, ordering stones for size, or perhaps painting and
drawing birds as part of our playful experiences.
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Get ready to use the Nature Play Diary
There are a number of standalone sheets to download with ideas and images to
talk about with your child. Choose the ones that interest you both.
•Print and extend the number of pages with blank sheets of paper and store
safely in a folder. It will be useful to gather a box of pens, scissors and glue for
your diary time
or
• Keep it as a digital copy and upload images to it.
Using the ideas
• The text is written from the perspective of the child to invite your child to say if
that is the way they feel as well. This begins the conversation about what you
might need to gather to get ready.
• The process of finding materials, using them and tidying away is important to
develop self-help skills from children as young as two years old.
• The pages are organised into areas such as transient art, construction, playing
with leaves.
• Read the options at the top of the pages as suggestions of things to do
together.
• Use the space on the pages to draw, write or glue images and photos.
• Play diaries are always great to revisit and look at to help you remember some
of the amazing times you have had together at home.
• Take the folder into nursery or school to show the educators what your child
has been doing at home.
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Stones
Shall we... Create a treasure basket of special rocks. Find a wheelbarrow, basket or truck to
put sticks and stones into. Find small stones to make a shape. Look for flat stones to make
a tower. Draw or paint on stones to make story characters. Draw a single black line on
stones and then try to make them connect into lines and shapes. Throw a stone in the
water and watch the splash and then the ripples spread?
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Wood
Shall we... Look at the grain of the wood through a magnifying glass. Take a picture of me
and my collection of sticks so that we can talk about it later. Try to put our arms around
a tree. Climb a tree. Find some old bark to decorate. Feel the texture of the bark. Talk
about what is under the bark. Talk about what lives in a tree habitat?
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Shadow
Shall we... Draw around shadows we find. Create silhouettes by spraying water over an
object and look at the shape it leaves when we lift it up. Dance in the sun and make our
own shadows move around. Use a torch or light to create shadows on the wall. Make
animal shaped shadow puppets with your hands?
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Reflection
Shall we... Go for a walk and find some puddles to look at our reflections. Look at the tree
canopy using a mirror. Throw a pebble in a puddle and watch it distort the reflection. Fill a
clear bowl with water and make our own little pond. Blow a giant bubble and look to see
what we can see reflected in it. Look around our house to find things we can see our
reflection in?
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Mud
Shall we... Stomp and splash and mix the mud with our feet. Add a few leaves to stomp
into it. Stir the mud with a giant wooden spoon and make some mud soup. Make thick
mud to draw in or add water to make it very thin so that it looks like brown water. Use this
to paint the trees, stones and leaves with?
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Leaves
Shall we... Use a magnifying glass to look at the veins of the leaves. Paint a picture on a
leaf or make a leaf picture on a rock. Make some leaf jewellery or a hat. Find the biggest
leaf we can and make a flag. Make a leaf mobile or picture?
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Petals and Buds
Shall we... Make petal perfume. Colour some water with petals to use as paint. Use petals
and leaves we find to make Hapa zome art. Use petals to decorate a tiny house we make.
Stir a mixture of petals in water and make petal soup. Organise petals into colours or size
order?
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Feathers
Shall we... Go for a walk and collect any feathers we find. Use some coloured water and
paint with a feather or make a quill and try drawing with it. Look at what happens when the
feathers get wet. Use feathers to make a wind mobile. Use feathers to try and tickle
someone. Line up our feathers in height order. Look for any birds we can see and watch
how they use their wings to glide in the sky. Talk about which birds we think the feathers
we found might come from?
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Spirals
Shall we... Look for a leaf unfurling. Find other spirals in nature - in the bottom of a fir cone,
or in the centre of a rose. Spin, twist and curl up in a spiral. Be detectives and look for
spirals in the kitchen. Turn around and spiral with our arms out wide. Create little spirals
with small seeds, bits of grass or stones. Make a giant spiral of stones, sticks or leaves.
Make our giant spiral so large that you can run around it?
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Weaving
Shall we... Go for a walk and see if we can find an old birds nest. Try and make our own
nest after collecting different natural materials. Weave sticks and grasses. Plait some long
grasses. Unravel some rope or string and then try to put it back together. Weave a crown
made of flowers and grasses. Tie some knots in a piece of string different distances
apart?
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Play Dough
Rolling and Cutting Dough
450g plain flour
150ml water (1/4 pint)
2 tbsp Salt
2 tbsp oil

Mix together. Will keep for several months.

Nice Smelling Dough

1 cup plain flour
few squirts of washing up liquid/dish soap
Add soap gradually and mix until you have desired consistency.
The colour of the soap will affect the dough's colour.

Magic Modelling Dough
1 cup cornflour
2 cups salt
1/4 cup water

Warm up the salt and water for 3-4 minutes
then add the cornflour.
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Bubbles
Can you make a square bubble?

(you need enough bubble mix to submerge your frame)
4 cups water
½ cup washing up liquid/dish soap
4 teaspoons glycerin
--Make a square frame with 6 pipe cleaners cut in half
6 plastic straws cut in half (keep for ever)

Can a bubble bounce? Can you juggle a bubble?
2 tablespoons glycerine or sugar
1 tablespoon washing up liquid/dish soap
4 tablespoons water
A pipette and a glove

Giant bubble mixture
6 cups warm water
½ cup washing up liquid/dish soap
½ cup of cornflour
1 tablespoon baking powder
1 tablespoon glycerin (if you happen to have some) or sugar
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Bubbles
Shall we... Count how many bubbles we can make with one blow. Find out how many shapes of
bubble blowers we can make. Dance in the bubbles. Make the smallest bubble we can. Look at
all the colours in a bubble. Try to pop our bubbles as fast as we can. Look for our reflection in
the bubbles. Find out if we can make bubbles with our hands. Make the biggest bubbles we
can. Find out if we can make a bubble inside a bubble?
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Spheres/Balls
Shall we... Count how many balls or spheres we can find. Find out how far we can roll a
ball. Make up a game using our balls. Roll or throw the ball or sphere to each other. Put
our spheres and balls in size order. Make some playdough balls. Measure how high we
can put a ball. Find out how far we can carry a ball with a spoon?
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Play Dough
Shall we... Use the scales and cups to make some play dough. Experiment by adding
colours and smells. Make small balls of different coloured play dough and see what
happens when we mix them together. Create a toolbox of interesting things in the house
to use in our dough. Make all the shapes we can think of. Make three dimensional shapes.
Shape letters with the dough and spell my name. Roll the longest line of play dough. Make
the smallest ball. Pretend we have a café or a shop and make the food to sell in it?
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Clouds
Shall we... Lie down and watch the clouds float by. Choose a cloud each and race them
across the sky. Find shapes in the clouds that look like animals and people. Look for
different colours in the clouds. Use a camera to take photos of the clouds and change the
colour of them. Have a go at drawing some clouds and the spaces in between. Talk about
where the rain comes from. Look for different types of clouds and maybe learn some of
their tricky names. Use cotton balls to make a cloud picture?
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Water
Shall we... Create a mini pond in a jar lid and make a landscape around it. Find things that
float on water. Put a leaf on the water and blow it to make it float away. Look at the
surface of the water in a glass and watch as things sink. Watch a raindrop move down
the window. Try and race two raindrops down a window and see who gets to the bottom
first. Wash dishes together. Soak some water in a sponge and watch as we squeeze it out
into a bowl. Fill a clean old squeezy bottle with water and squeeze it to make patterns on
the ground outside. What can I draw with water?
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Rainbows
Shall we... Make a rainbow with a reflective surface, like a CD. Find out which colours are in
a rainbow. Draw our own rainbows. Sing a song about rainbows. Create a story about
what we could find at the end of a rainbow. Blow bubbles and look to see which colours
we can find. Create our own rainbow with petals from the garden?
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Bridges
Shall we... Try to make a bridge with things we can find in our home such as toilet roll
insides, cardboard, straws and string.Add some things we can find outside like sticks and
stones. Think of the biggest bridge we have ever seen. Find out if there are different types
of bridges. Make bridges from different materials, balance small toys on them and find
out which is the strongest?
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Towers
Shall we... Make a tower from things we find outside such as sticks, stones and leaves.
Now try to make a tower with things we can find in our home such as toilet roll insides,
cardboard, straws and string. Which do we like the best? Think of the tallest tower we
have ever seen. Find out if there are different types of towers. Make our own leaning tower
of Pisa and watch it fall?
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Pyramids
Shall we... Find sticks of different lengths and try to make them into a pyramid. Make
different sized triangle shapes with sticks. Look for triangle and pyramid shapes in the
house. Make a pyramid out of cardboard boxes. Find out who made the pyramids and
where they were built. Think about how the pyramids were made. Make a pyramid from
stones or building blocks. Use my toys to make a story about the pyramids we've built?
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Circles
Shall we...Look through holes in a leaf. Search for holes in a piece of wood and find out
what might have made them. Make a ring from a length of grass. Use a hole punch to
make holes in a leave and then thread them together. Create a headdress from a long
stem. Make patterns with lots of rings made from soft sticks. Use the rings we make and
have a game of hoopla?
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Minibeasts
Shall we...Take a walk and look for minibeasts. Make a bug hotel and watch to see if they
come and visit. Look at a book together, to read about their names and what
they like to eat. Look at their colours with a magnifying glass. Be still and watch as they
move around. Draw some pictures of them and try to count how many legs or wings they
have?
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Headdresses
Shall we... Measure our heads to find out how big the headdresses need to be. Find some
bendy sticks to use. Make a headdress from leaves and sticks. Look for fallen leaves and
blossoms to decorate our headdress. Look for special decorations, like feathers. Draw a
picture or take a photo of us wearing our headdresses. Think of a character that could
wear a headdress. Create a story about that character. Wear our headdress while we go
for a walk?
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Hide and Seek
Shall we... Go outside and play a game of hide and seek. Try and count to a large number
before we go seeking. Ask someone to hide an object from the kitchen outside for us to
find. Camouflage one of our toys for one of us to find. Draw a treasure map of where we
hid our favourite toy. Try and make a map using sticks and leaves. Try to count the steps it
takes to follow our map?
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Transporting
Young children between 18 months to 2 years old enjoy repeatable patterns of behaviour
called schema. One of these is the desire to carry and move objects from one place to
another, using pockets, hands or containers.
Shall we... Find a basket and move some leaves. Find some stones and move them into
piles. Fill a small wheelbarrow and take it around the garden. Find a bag and fill it with our
favourite things from the garden and take them for a walk. Find something heavy to carry.
Try to carry something very long. Carry something filled full of water?
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Connecting
Young children between 18 months to 2 years old enjoy repeatable patterns of behaviour
called schema. One of these is the desire to join things together.
Shall we... Find some ribbon or string to tie some sticks together. Lay out a long line of
objects that reaches from one side of the garden or room to the other. Thread some large
beads onto a ribbon or string. Draw lines with chalk for us to follow. Make holes in some
leaves and tie them together. Hold hands on our walk. Hold opposite ends of a piece of
string, ribbon or a stick as we move around?
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Enclosing
Young children between 18 months to 2 years old enjoy repeatable patterns of behaviour
called schema. One of these is the enclosing objects.
Shall we... Collect objects in our pockets whilst we go for a walk. Wrap stones and wood in
leaves. Dig a hole and hide things in it. Get different sized boxes, put some special things
in the smallest box and then place each box inside each other. Play hide and seek. Wrap
our toys up with blankets or tissue paper and make them cosy. Wrap ourselves up in a
blanket with our toys. Make a den from some boxes or cushions. Have a picnic or tell
stories in our den?
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Filling and Emptying
Young children between 18 months to 2 years old enjoy repeatable patterns of behaviour
called schema. One of these is filling and emptying.
Shall we... Find baskets and containers of different sizes and shapes. Gather different
materials (sand, water, stones, earth etc) to use. Have a go at transferring different
materials from one container to another. Use our containers to measure food for our
meal. Find a rucksack to fill, carry things to another part of the garden and empty them
there. Take some different sized containers outside, fill one with water and then empty the
water into the next container, then the next. How far will the water get?
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Trajectory
Young children between 18 months to 2 years old enjoy repeatable patterns of behaviour
called schema. One of these is exploring patterns of
movement along horizontal and vertical lines e.g. pushing, kicking.
Shall we... Move our arms and legs really fast. Can we push a toy around and around a
track. Kick a ball and chase after it. Throw a feather and chase after it.
Follow a line on a path as it weaves and twists through the park. Find a line
made of a shadow and walk along it. Make a tower of wooden blocks that goes up
into the sky or a line of branches that goes along the ground for us to follow.
Can we make a line of leaves and walk along them before the wind blows them
away. Draw a chalk line outside and see if we can walk, hop, or skip along it?
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Rotation
Young children between 18 months to 2 years old enjoy repeatable patterns of behaviour
called schema. One of these is rotation.
Shall we... Attach ribbon to sticks and make our own twirlers. Run in circles around a tree.
Help mix ingredients together in a bowl. Swirl water in a bowl. Connect nuts and bolts
together using a spanner. Make our own pinwheels. Make our own mobile with sticks and
flowers and watch it move in the wind. Push toys with wheels as far as we can. Spin and
dance around to our favourite song?
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Orientation
Young children between 18 months to 2 years old enjoy repeatable patterns of behaviour
called schema. One of these is orientation, observing things from different viewpoints.
Shall we... Go for a walk and find something to swing from. Look through our
legs and see what the world looks like. Find a place to stand that looks out
over the area. Climb a tree and look down on people. Go to the park and hang
from the climbing bars. Change the way things look by putting objects upside down or on
their side. Play a memory game with leaves, mix them up and then try to return them to
the way they looked before. Lie down in the grass and look up into a tree. Peep through tall
grass and change the way the world looks. Cover our eyes and peep out at the world?
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Transformation
Young children between 18 months to 2 years old enjoy repeatable patterns of behaviour
called schema. One of these is transformation, such as water turning to ice or dry earth
into mud.
Shall we... Find sand, mud and soil for mixing. Make some ice, checking on it while it
freezes then watch to see how it melts. Mix some different coloured paints to make new
colours. Mix sand and water together. Stand in a puddle and stir up the mud. Do some
baking. Transform ourselves by dressing up. Add water to mud. Squeeze some fruit to
make our own juice?
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